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Catholic Culture and Rural Society 

MARC R. FORSTER 

A Journey through a Baroque Landscape 

I should like to start this essay by indulging in a moment of 
imaginative historical re-creation.' In the late spring of 1760, 
pilgrims-or perhaps it was just two peasants, husband and wife, 
on the way to visit family in a nearby village-walked through a 
landscape filled with religious sites. As they left Schussenried 
(Swabia) they looked back at the imposing Premonstratensian 
monastery that loomed over the small town, with its dramatic 
church and recently built massive white cloister building. Just 
outside the town they passed newly constructed outdoor Stations 
of the Cross (Kreuzweg), with carved reminders of Jesus' suffering 
laid out on either side of a tree-lined path. As they walked along 
the small country paths, past prosperous Upper Swabian farms 
with their fields of grain and flax, but also past the modest homes 
of farm labourers and small craftsmen, they encountered roadside 
crosses at every intersection. Many were simple crucifixes, some 
more elaborate sites, with little houses to protect the image inside 
and benches where one could stop, rest, and say a prayer. Our 
travellers also passed several small chapels, all in excellent repair, 
recently painted and carefully decorated, including one next to a 
small spring that was reputed to have healing powers. 

The roadside crosses frequently contained small re-creations of 
the miraculous statue found in the pilgrimage church in the 
nearby village of Steinhausen, guiding pilgrims on their journey to 
see the miraculous image. Our pilgrims could now see the massive 
church (Hallenkirche) in Steinhausen looming over the rolling 
countryside, white and pink, with its onion dome rising high 
above the little village. If this is the goal of their journey, they 
enter the church, dazzlingly white and gold and pink, yet also 

1 This re-creation is based on a hike I took in the spring of 2002; it is, however, 
fictional. 
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familiar, for the architecture and decoration is similar to that 
found in the monasteries they pass on a daily basis, in the more 
modest parish church in their home village, and even in the small 
chapels and shrines found, it seemed, at every crossroads. The 
massive and intricately decorated altar dominates the church and 
devout pilgrims gather to pray before the miraculous statue of 
Mary at its centre. A priest is preparing to hold mass at one of the 
side altars, one of a number of services that will be held that day. 
Other local people, mostly women, members of a confraternity of 
the rosary, pray together before a painting of the crucifixion. 

If our pilgrims are well informed, they know that on the follow-
ing Sunday large processions will travel to Steinhausen from a 
number of neighbouring villages. All the able-bodied parishioners, 
men, women, and children, will come, with flags and crosses, 
singing songs and chanting prayers. The procession will be led by 
the parish priest, his assistant priest, and village notables, perhaps 
accompanied by several Capuchin friars. The villagers will walk 
several hours to Steinhausen to hear a sermon, attend mass, say 
prayers, and mingle with the other pilgrims, before returning home 
by evening. These communal processions arrive in Steinhausen 
regularly, more often on important church holidays or during the 
lax periods of the agricultural calendar. Encouraged and supported 
by the lords of the village, the monks at Schussenried, the proces-
sions bring a steady flow of business to the taverns and shops in 
Steinhausen and the pilgrims generously give alms for the poor 
and for the upkeep of the beautiful church or shrine. 

This was the daily experience of Baroque Catholicism in the 
Catholic heartlands of Germany-Bavaria, the south-west, 
Austria, Franconia, Westphalia, and the Rhineland-in the eight-
eenth century. There were certainly regional differences, partic-
ularly between the dense sacral landscapes of the 'old Christian' 
regions in the south and west, and the less elaborately equipped 
regions like Westphalia, but the basic pattern was the same. By 
the early eighteenth century German Catholics had created an 
elaborate ritual life-daily and weekly services, communal pro-
cessions and pilgrimages, prayer meetings, and the celebration of 
frequent church holidays, all practised in a dense infrastructure 
of Baroque churches, monastic institutions, shrines, roadside 
crosses, and chapels and served by a network of secular priests, 
friars, monks, and hermits. 
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For much of the century after the end of the Thirty Years War, 
this Baroque religiosity held sway in Catholic Germany. People 
of all social classes and levels of education participated actively, 
supported by an official Church that accommodated and encour-
aged popular religious initiatives. Secular princes, especially the 
Habsburgs and Wittelsbachs, put their personal stamp on 
Catholic practice, making Baroque practices de rigueur at their 
courts and among the Bavarian and Austrian elites. 2 The great 
monasteries, once the subjects of extensive criticism for their 
moral laxness and wealth, became centres of Catholic life, build-
ing new churches and monastic complexes, decorating shrines and 
pilgrimage sites, importing relics from Italy and beyond, and inte-
grating themselves into local religious practice in new ways. 

This happy world of Baroque Catholicism should not be ideal-
ized, as it was by Catholic writers in the nineteenth century, and 
still sometimes is. There were always tensions within German 
Catholicism, mostly caused by the clerical critics of the 'excesses, 
abuses, and superstitions' they saw in popular practice. These ten-
sions, however, only came to the fore in the second half of the 
eighteenth century. 

Baroque Catholicism as a Rural Religion 

It is perhaps a truism (or perhaps it sounds old-fashioned) to say 
that German Catholicism in the century after the Thirty Years 
War was a rural religion and Catholic culture was created and 
evolved in the countryside. This was a religion of village churches 
and hillside shrines, parish priests and rural monasteries, peasants 
and noblemen. I would argue, however, that historians' focus on 
confessionalization and on the instrumentalization of religion by 
the state means that the rural character of post-Tridentine 
Catholicism needs reiteration. 

The close links between rural society and Baroque Catholicism 
were not inevitable, nor did Catholic leaders aim to create a reli-
gion oriented towards the rural population. In the aftermath of 
the Council of Trent (1545-63), German Catholicism was domi-
nated by the princely courts, by papal nuncios andjesuit fathers 

2 Anna Coreth, Pietas Austriaca, trans. William Bowman and Anna Maria Leitgab 
(Bloomington, Ind., 2004). 
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based in the cities, and by church administrators of urban back-
ground. The urban and bourgeois elements of Catholic culture 
never disappeared, but after 1650 they lost their dominant role in 
the context of the religious vitality of the Baroque Catholic coun-
tryside. Ronnie Po-chia Hsia has argued that Baroque 
Catholicism came to be characterized by a 'noble-popular bipo-
larity'. 3 This characterization highlights the role of noblemen in 
the higher reaches of the imperial church. Daily religious practice 
owed far more to the world of peasants. 

One might even argue that the success of certain Tridentine 
reforms-the emphasis on pastoral work, the reaffirmation of 
the cult of the saints, the support of pilgrimage piety-pushed 
Baroque Catholicism further into the countryside by the later sev-
enteenth century. Rural Catholicism was also a repudiation of the 
disciplined, ascetic 'religion of the devout' advocated by the early 
Jesuits (as described by Louis Chatellier), while reflecting a pas-
toral emphasis advocated by the parish clergy and the communal 
influence favoured by villagers. 4 As a result, German Catholicism 
was first and foremost created by rural people, and it clearly 
reflected their needs and desires. 

Kaspar von Greyerz argues that 'in the early modern period, 
religious experience was essentially mediated by the priorities of 
daily life'. 5 He points to a number off eatures of religious life that 
were intimately tied to rural life. There were close connections 
between the rhythm of the liturgical year and the structure of the 
agricultural calendar. Miracles were a common part of daily life 
and were usually linked to aspects of official Catholic practice, 
especially the Eucharist and the cult of the saints. Pilgrimage 
shrines were almost always the sites of miraculous cures, the 
majority of which benefited the rural population. Ex voto images 
from shrines 'document many typical peasant work accidents'.6 

Finally, peasants were very attached to sacramental objects such 
as candles, amulets, and holy water that had been blessed by a 
priest, and they also expected and demanded that priests bless 
fields, farm animals, wells, houses, and wedding beds. 

3 Ronnie Po-chia Hsia, Social Discipline in the Reformation: Central Europe, 1550-1750 
(London, 1989), 104. 

4 Louis Chiitellier, Europe ef the Deuoul" 7he Catholic Reformation and the Formation ef a New 
Society (Cambridge, 1989). 

5 Kaspar von Greyerz, Religion und Kultur: Europa 1500-1800 (Gottingen, 2000), 190-203. 
6 Ibid. 199. 
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Hermann Horger, in his study of religion in a group of 
Bavarian villages, argues that a kind of traditional Catholicism 
continued to dominate in the countryside after 1650. This 
Catholicism was a communal religion that helped peasants to 
overcome, or at least accept, the insecurities of pre-modem life. 7 

In this functional interpretation, traditional Catholicism was 
rooted in the daily life of agricultural populations and could not 
survive the development of rural industry and other changes of 
the eighteenth century. Beginning in the later seventeenth 
century, says Horger, this religious system was starting to change, 
challenged by a Tridentine Catholicism that gave priority to the 
salvation of the individual. 

Although he highlights a link that should not be forgotten, 
Horger overstates the case when he presents pre-modem 
Catholicism as essentially a religion aimed at meeting the needs of 
a pre-modem agricultural society. Baroque Catholicism, as pre-
sented here, was something distinct from traditional pre-
Reformation Christianity; it was a complex set of practices and 
beliefs, responding frequently to the desires of rural people, but 
also framed by the theology and priorities of the international 
Catholic Church which aimed (asJohn Bossy has emphasized) at 
the salvation of the individual believer.8 Andreas Holzem seeks to 
find a middle position that accommodates the reciprocal influence 
of religion 'imposed' from above and religious ideas that develop 
out of everyday life: 
The 'didactic campaign' of Tridentine-influenced piety created ex-
amples/models, which were then available as a form of expression for 
religious needs, if one might use this modern idiom in a modified sense. 
This embeddedness and reciprocal permeation therefore continually left 
open a variety of religious-social 'plausibilities' which had developed out 
of everyday culture and experience.9 

Holzem's point is similar to that made by Robert Scribner in ref-
erence to pre-Reformation Catholicism. 10 Scribner stresses that 

7 Hermann Horger, Kirche, Do,jreligi,on und biiuerliche Gesellscha.fl (Munich, 1978). 
8 John Bossy, 'The Counter-Reformation and the People of Catholic Europe', Past 

and Present, 47 (1970), 511 0; id., Christuinity in the WesL· 1400---1700 (Oxford, 1985). 
9 Andreas Holzem, Religion und Lebensfarmen: Katl1olische Korifessionalisierung im Sendgericht 

des Fiirstbistums Munster 1570---1800 (Paderbom, 2000), 439. 
10 Robert Scribner, 'Ritual and Popular Religion in Catholic Germany at the Time of 

the Reformation', in id., Popular Culture and Popular Movements in the Reformation (London, 
1987), 17-47. 
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the official liturgy of the Church shaded into para-liturgical prac-
tices, the functiones sacrae, and then, ultimately, into folklorized 
liturgy, much of which occurred without the approval of church 
authorities. Most practices Scribner highlights, for example, the 
use of palm fronds blessed on Palm Sunday to protect houses or 
the use of holy water to protect cattle from disease, remained 
common in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Weather 
processions were ubiquitous in Catholic Germany into the nine-
teenth century. Efforts to regulate these practices and prevent 
'abuses' increased after the Council of Trent, and reformers 
emphasized that the efficacy of such practices 'resulted not from 
the things themselves but from the action of divine power'. 11 

Nevertheless, country people tenaciously maintained, and even 
elaborated, such practices. 

Baroque Catholicism, as practised and experienced in 
Germany after the middle of the seventeenth century, accommo-
dated rituals aimed at protecting and curing rural people, their 
crops, and their property. Efforts forcefully to regulate popular 
religious practice in the decades around 1600 gave way after 1650 
to what Holzem calls 'soft disciplining'. The development of pil-
grimage piety, the increase in the number of weekly services, the 
growing number of confraternities, and the elaboration of the 
sacral landscape were all the result of both clerical promotion and 
popular demands, which frequently reflected the needs of an agri-
cultural society. Some other practices, such as the continued use 
of sacramentals or the blessings of animals, fields, and buildings, 
made the clergy uncomfortable and declined drastically in cities. 
However, such practices proved to be too important for the rural 
population to be suppressed. In this context, Richard van Dülmen 
is certainly correct: '[The Catholic Church] skilfully understood 
how to speak to and integrate the various interests of even the 
common man.' 12 

What follows will focus on two closely related aspects of 
Baroque Catholicism in Germany, the creation of a dense sacral 
landscape and the centrality of pilgrimage piety, both of which 
are good examples of the interplay of religion and rural life. 

11 Ibid. 38. 
12 Richard van Dulmen, Kultur und Alltag in der Friihen Neuzeit, iii: Religion, Magie, 

Atifkliirung: 16.-18. Jahrhundert (Munich, 1994). 
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The Elaboration ef the Sacral Landscape 
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Outside France, post-Tridentine Catholicism took on a primarily 
Baroque imprint. The love of sensuality (Sinnenfreudigkeit) of Baroque 
Catholicism found its obvious and spoken expression in the worship of 
the saints (especially in the form of the cult of the Virgin Mary), in the 
enthusiasm for church buildings (kirchliche Baufreudigkeit), in proces-
sions, in sacred theatre, and much more. These all demonstrate force-
fully how much everyday life was religiously stamped; indeed [ daily life 
was] shot through with religiosity. 13 

Many of the practices and much of the style of Baroque 
Catholicism reflected its close links with everyday life in the coun-
tryside. The elaboration of the sacred landscape, as more 
churches, chapels, shrines, roadside crosses, and other structures 
were built, responded to a widespread desire for more holy sites 
and places to worship. Processions and pilgrimages brought 
groups of people to these sites and moved them through the coun-
tryside, often in order to bless fields and livestock or to seek divine 
protection from disease or bad weather. Although they reinforced 
the churchliness of religious practice, the feasts and holidays of 
the liturgical year were also tied to the changing seasons. Finally, 
as historians and anthropologists have long recognized, church 
services were an increasingly important part of the rites of 
passage-birth, marriage, death-in Catholic communities. Yet 
priests could not ignore the needs of families and communities as 
they officiated at baptisms, weddings, and funerals, and they 
adapted official rites to the needs of villagers and townspeople. 

Southern Germany, Austria, and Franconia were the heart-
lands of Baroque sacred architecture. By 1750, many newly built 
or rebuilt monasteries, churches, and chapels dotted the country-
side. In addition, Stations of the Cross, Mount Calvary statues, 
roadside crosses, and bridge statues were built in increasing 
numbers. 14 The numbers of new churches are quite striking. 
According to art historians, over two hundred churches 'of some 
artistic significance' were built in this period in Bavaria, Swabia, 
and Franconia. 15 During the episcopate of Friedrich Karl von 

13 Greyerz, Religion und Kultur, 74-5. 
14 Dieter Weill, 'Die geistliche Regierung: Franken, 1648-1803', in Walter Brandmiiller 

(ed.), Handbuch der b'!)lerischen Kirchengeschichte, 3 vols. (St Ottilien, 1991~), ii. 417-55, at 428-9. 
15 Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann, Court, Cloister, and Ciry: 77ze Art and Culture qf Central 

Europe, 145r:r1800 (Chicago, 1995), 367. 
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Schonbom (1674-1748) between 1729 and 1746, 150 churches were 
renovated or newly built in the dioceses of Würzburg and 
Bamberg. Many of these churches were designed by the 
renowned Rococo architect Balthasar Neumann (1687-1753), 
known for designing the episcopal palaces at Würzburg and 
Bruchsal, as well as the great Franconian pilgrimage church at 
Vierzehnheiligen. l 6 

Neumann's work for the Schonbom bishops, for whom he con-
structed rural churches as well as great palaces, was not unusual. 
Other renowned architects and decorators-the Asam brothers, 
the Zimmermann brothers, the Feichtmayrs, and others-worked 
for a range of patrons, often monasteries who built churches in 
the villages they controlled. The monastery of Ochsenhausen, for 
example, built several pilgrimage churches in the early eighteenth 
century, as well as four large parish churches, all in the latest 
style. 1 7 At the same time, as we have seen, almost all south 
German and Austrian monasteries built new monastic complexes 
in the century after 1650, and these buildings dominated the land-
scape. 

Churches and chapels, especially those at pilgrimage shrines, 
were embedded in the landscape and part of everyday life. As 
Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann points out: 

A typical location for many of these monuments [pilgrimage churches] 
sets them picturesquely in nature; in one famous example, the church 
of Wies is literally set in the meadows after which it is named. A rustic 
setting also brings the church closer to the peasant population. 18 

Monastic complexes (where many local people worked, wor-
shipped, paid taxes, or attended law courts) and even well-known 
shrines like the Wieskirche (Bavaria), Einsiedeln (Switzerland), or 
Walldiirn (Franconia) were familiar places for the rural popula-
tion. Local churches and chapels, roadside shrines and crucifixes, 
and other small sites, many of which were paid for and main-
tained by local communities, were even more familiar. At the 
regional level, important patrons, like monasteries, nobles, and 
princes, created Bildstocklandscheften where holy images from 
regional shrines could be found in churches, on roadside crosses, 

16 WeiB, 'Geistliche Regierung', 434-
17 Volker Himmelein, 'Das Zeitalter des Barock in Baden-Wiirttemberg', in id. et al. 

(eds.), Barock in Baden-Wiirttemberg (Stuttgart, 1981), 7-16, at 12. 
18 Kaufmann, Court, Cloister, and City, 371. 
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and at pilgrimage way stations. 19 The omnipresence of sacred 
buildings and spaces played an important role in making 
Catholicism part of everyday life. 

The Rhineland and Westphalia did not become 'Baroque land-
scapes' in the same way as did southern Germany. There were 
no Baroque churches in the villages of the diocese of Munster; 
instead the late Gothic parish churches built in the fifteenth 
century were repaired and sometimes enlarged after the Thirty 
Years War. In the eighteenth century, the limited resources avail-
able for building were used to redo the interior of village 
churches. 20 A similar development took place in the Rhineland, 
where the traditional parish churches (dating from the fifteenth 
and early sixteenth centuries) were thick-walled, with three aisles, 
and often looked like (and sometimes served as) fortresses. Here, 
too, the interiors of the churches were extensively rebuilt in the 
eighteenth century.21 New high altars, statues, and decoration did 
not perhaps bring about as extensive an elaboration of the wider 
landscape as in south Germany, but the new decor did widen the 
impact of Catholicism in everyday life. The new decoration also 
complemented and reinforced the new more reverential attitude 
towards church services. 22 

Pilgrimages and Processions 

Pilgrimage became the dominant style or mode of Baroque 
Catholicism after 1650 as more and more people participated in 
large communal processions to a growing number of shrines. The 
expansion, even explosion, of pilgrimage piety was the result of 

19 Marc R. Forster, Catholic Revival in the Age of the Baroque: Religi,ous Identity in Southwest 
Gennany, 1550---1750 (Cambridge, 2001), 6!1 5; Wolfgang Bruckner, 'Die Neuorganisation 
von Frommigkeit des Kirchenvolkes im nachtridentinischen Konfessionsstaat',Jahrbuch.for 
Volkskunde, NS 21 (1998), 7-32, at 18-20. 

20 Holzem, Religion und Lebensformen, 237-60; Werner Freitag, 'Tridentinische Pfarrer 
und die Kirche im Dorf: Ein Pladoyer fur die Beibehaltung der etatistischen Perspektive', 
in Norbert Haag, Sabine Holtz, and Wolfgang Zimmermann (eds.), liindliche Friimmigkeit: 
Korifessionskulturen und Lebenswelten, 1500---1850 (Stuttgart, 2002), 83-114, at 102-6. 

21 Thomas Paul Becker, Korifessionalisierung in Kurk/Jtn: Untersuchungen zur Durchset;:.ung der 
katlwlischen Reform in den Dekanaten Ahrgau und Bonn anhand von Visitationsprotokollen 158:;-1761 
(Bonn, 1989), 36,6, esp. 37-8. 

22 Andreas Holzem, 'Religiose Erfahrung auf dem Dorf: Der soziale Rahmen religiosen 
Erlebens im Miinsterland der Friihneuzeit', in Haag, Holtz, and Zimmermann (eds.), 
liindliche Friimmigkeit, 181-205, at 195. 
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both clerical promotion of new shrines and popular discovery and 
support of new and older sites. Pilgrimage piety was flexible 
enough to function in a variety of ways. Shrines strengthened 
Catholic identity and were centres of new devotional practices, 
but they were also places where peasants could access supernatu-
ral power to protect crops or cure disease. Pilgrimage piety re-
inforced the churchliness of popular Catholicism by incorporating 
the practical piety of the wider population in spaces and places 
recognized by the Catholic Church.23 

It is often difficult to distinguish pilgrimages from processions in 
the Baroque period. Regular (annual or monthly) community pro-
cessions often travelled to local shrines, while more extensive pil-
grimages, which could be either extraordinary events in response 
to a crisis or regular rituals, usually took the form of communal 
processions with flags, crosses, banners, and music. Indeed, the 
German word Wal!fahrt, for which there is no direct English trans-
lation, refers to the kind of communal pilgrimage procession that 
was so common in the Baroque period.24 Together, processions 
and pilgrimages brought life and movement into the sacral land-
scape. In southern Germany, especially Bavaria and Swabia, pro-
cessions and pilgrimages filled a landscape that was densely 
furnished with sacred sites, and the popularity of pilgrimage piety 
further enhanced the number of sites. There were fewer sites in 
Westphalia and the Rhineland, but these were intensively visited 
by the population, especially in the first half of the eighteenth 
century. 

There was nothing archaic about Baroque processions and pil-
grimages. As Wolfgang Bruckner says, these were actiones sacrae, 
moments when the clergy and the laity together put Catholicism 
into practice. These expeditions drew on late medieval traditions, 
but they were also very modern. 
Processions were ... at the very least used in a targeted way, in which 
[ were found] modern forms of mass communication, of group cohesion, 
of communal identification through the common completion of ritual 
action, which won great prestige for the individuals and for the involved 
institutions, for example, confraternities and village communes.25 

23 Werner Freitag, Volks- und Eliterifriimmigkeit in der Friihen .Neuzeit: Marienwallfahrten im 
Fiirstbistum 1vliinster (Paderborn, 1991), 211. 

24 Bruckner, 'Neuorganisation von Frommigkeit', 14- In Franconia, going on procession 
to shrines was called wallen; in Bavaria kirclifahrten. 

25 Bruckner, 'Neuorganisation von Frommigkeit', 13-15, quotation at 15. 
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Important regional shrines were widely promoted, by clergymen 
in pamphlets and learned books, and by the common people in 
woodcuts and roadside crosses. Roadside crosses (Bildstöcke) 
marking the route to the important shrine of Dettelbach sprang 
up in large numbers across Franconia. Pilgrims stopped at them, 
or in small field chapels, to rest and pray, aided by a reproduction 
of the Gnadenbild, the miraculous statue at the shrine. 26 Images of 
the statue, in this case a 40-centimetre-high wooden Pietà carved 
in the fourteenth century, were ubiquitous in the region around 
the shrine. Woodcuts and engravings circulated in large numbers, 
often produced by village craftsmen who copied from other 
engravings or from plaster statues brought from the shrine itsel£27 
The fame of the Dettelbach shrine was further enhanced by the 
mass production of prayer sheets (Gebetszettel), that is, short 
prayers dedicated to the 'Virgin Mary in the holy pilgrimage of 
Dettelbach', which were found in many households.28 All major 
shrines produced and benefited from this kind of multi-media 
publicity, which was a significant aspect of the elaboration of 
Baroque religiosity.29 

The growth in the number of shrines after 1650 was remarkable. 
In south-west Germany, dozens of new shrines appeared and many 
late medieval pilgrimage destinations experienced a revival. 30 In 
Alsace after 1680 more than seventy-five new local shrines supple-
mented the small number of regional shrines that had existed 
before the Thirty Years War. Louis Chatellier estimates that by the 
middle of the eighteenth century there was a pilgrimage centre for 
every 3.5 parishes.31 People used shrines more frequently and more 
intensely as well. The number of communicants at the Bavarian 
shrine of Altotting rose from about 120,000 a year at the end of the 
seventeenth century to over 200,000 a year in the first decades of 
the next century. 32 The shrine of HohenpeiBenberg (Bavaria) also 
peaked in popularity between 1700 and 1750. In this period, more 
than eighty communal pilgrimages came annually to the shrine, 

26 Hans Diinninger, Maria siegt in Franken: Die Wal!fahrt nach Dettelbach als Bekenntnis 
(Wiirzburg, 1979), 78-81. 27 Ibid. 831 . 28 Ibid. 89-90. 

29 See e.g. Wolfgang Bruckner, Die Verehrung des Heiligen Blutes in Walldiirn 
(Aschaffenburg, 1958); Walter Piitzl, 'Volksfriimmigkeit', in Brandmiiller (ed.), Handbuch 
der b~erischen Kirchengeschichte, ii. 871--g61, at 9451 . 

3° Forster, Catholic Revival, 91-105. 
31 Louis Chatellier, Tradition chretienne et renouveau caJJwlique dans le cadre de l'ancien Diocese 

de Strasbourg (1650--1770) (Paris, 1981), 446. 32 Piitzl, 'Volksfriimmigkeit', 939. 
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with most villages making about six such pilgrimages a year, but 
some making as many as eighteen. 33 People also used small shrines 
more intensively. Money offerings at the tiny shrine of Engelwies 
(in the Black Forest) tripled between 1714 and 1728, peaked in the 
1730s, and remained at high levels until the 1770s. 34 

The great pilgrimage shrines, like Altötting (Bavaria), Maria 
Zell (Austria), Einsiedeln (Switzerland), Vierzehnheiligen 
(Franconia), and Kevelaer (Rhineland)-all in a sense 'national 
shrines'-were only one part of the network of pilgrimage sites 
that covered Catholic regions. There were also shrines of regional 
importance that attracted pilgrims from perhaps twenty surround-
ing villages, along with thousands oflocal sites known only to the 
inhabitants of nearby towns and villages. One catalogue of shrines 
lists over 800 sites for south-west Germany alone, and the major-
ity of those sites were active in the century after 1650.35 Regional 
shrines included places like Triberg in the Black Forest. This 
shrine first attracted pilgrims in the 1640s, when an image of Mary 
was found in a tree, and then exploded into popularity again 
between 1690 and 1750 after a number of miraculous cures 
occurred there. 36 Small shrines often started as local initiatives 
and functioned without official approval. A new site at Wagenhart 
in south-west Germany attracted pilgrims without any official 
support in the years after 1700 and another site in the same 
region, called Mintzlings, drew pilgrims away from an established 
shrine nearby.37 In Bavaria a dense network of'secondary shrines' 
evolved, the great majority of them dedicated to the Virgin Mary 
and revolving around a sacred image. 38 

By the eighteenth century, each parish sent at least four to six 
processions to pilgrimage shrines each year. Many processions 
were annual events, the result of vows taken at a time of crisis. 
The parishioners of Dingolfing (Bavaria), for example, went to 
shrines on the Bogenberg, at Altenkirchen, Frauenbiburg, 
Haindling, and on the Dreifaltigkeitsberg each year. They also 
organized further communal pilgrimages for special purposes, for 
example in 1649 and 1749 to Altotting, one assumes to celebrate 

33 Rebekka Habermas, Walifahrt und A'!ftuhr: ,Zur Geschichte des Wunderglaubens in der faihen 
N~eit (Frankfurt am Main, 1991), 77-go. 34 Forster, Catholic Rrvival, 94. 

35 Kur;:,kataloge der volkstiimlichen Kult- und Andachtsstiitten der Erzdi/izese Freibu,g und der Diozesen 
Iimburg, Mainz, Rottenburg-Stuttgart und Sp~er (Wiirzburg, 1982). 

36 Forster, Catholic Revival, 93, with further literature. 
37 Ibid. 93, 95. 38 Potzl, 'Volksfrommigkeit', 935-g. 
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the end of the Thirty Years War. 39 The inhabitants of the village 
of Fischbach, on Lake Constance, made eleven different proces-
sions in 1698, including one around the fields on Ascension Day 
and another to the St George chapel on the Hageljeyr, the hail 
festival.40 

Pilgrimage and processional piety were characteristic of 
German Catholicism everywhere, but the density of the network 
of shrines and the extent of the elaboration of practice varied from 
region to region. Southern Germany (Bavaria, Swabia, Austria) 
as well as Franconia developed the most elaborate rites (and have 
attracted the most historical and folkloric studies). The develop-
ment of processions and pilgrimages in the Rhineland was slower 
and less intense. In this long-settled region, local shrines dating 
from the medieval period were mostly abandoned and forgotten 
in the sixteenth century, but many were revived after 1650 along-
side new Marian and Christocentric sites. 'Thus, for example, 
those with painful leg injuries went not only to the blessed image 
of the Luxemberg Madonna at the [well-known shrine of] 
Kevelaer, but also to the bones of Saint Wendelin in Mecken-
heim. '41 There were even fewer shrines in Westphalia, and most 
were newer Marian sites. Nevertheless, the population used these 
shrines intensely, despite the comparatively small number oflocal 
sites.42 Throughout Germany, confessional boundaries tended to 
limit the size of the Catholic population living near shrines, 
making them what became known as Peregrinatio der Landschaft, that 
is, regional pilgrimages. 4 3 

Shrines had a range of functions in German society, but most 
primarily served what Werner Freitag has called 'practically ori-
ented piety'.44 Pilgrims sought divine assistance in the form of 
protective magic, such as protection or relief from drought, hail-

39 Ibid. 938. 4° Forster, Catholic Revival, u7. 
41 Becker, Korifessionalisierung in Kurkiiln, 199-225, quotation at 222. 
42 Werner Freitag's study focuses on only six shrines in the bishopric of Munster: 

Freitag, Volks- und Elitenfriimmigkeit. Andreas Holzem's enormous study of Catholicism in 
Munster hardly discusses pilgrimage and procession: Holzem, Religion und ubensfarmen. On 
shrines in Germany more generally, see Lionel Rothkrug, 'Popular Religion and Holy 
Shrines: Their Influence on the Origins of the German Reformation and their Role in 
German Cultural Development', inJames Obelkevich (ed.), Religion and the People, 800--1700 

(Chapel Hill, NC, 1979), 20-86. 
43 Ludwig Veit and Ludwig Lenhart, Kirche und Volksfriimmigkcit im Zeitalter des Barocks 

(Freiburg, 1956), 63. 
44 Freitag, Volks- und Eliterifriimmigkcit, 211; Potzl, 'Volksfrommigkeit', 941. 
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storms, and disease, and they sought cures for a wide range of 
physical ailments and difficulties. As in other parts of Catholic 
Europe, communities and individuals made vows to perform pil-
grimages to particular shrines, which could then become regular 
obligations. Some shrines evolved particular specializations, such 
as the Marian shrine at Bergatreute, where grieving parents 
brought babies who had died unbaptized, seeking a miraculous 
cure that would bring the baby back to life long enough to be bap-
tized. 45 

Gender and generational differences reflected the everyday 
nature of pilgrimage piety. Women under 40 were apparently 
overrepresented at shrines, particularly Marian shrines. Not 
surprisingly, the Virgin Mary had a special interest in helping 
and protecting expectant mothers and women in childbirth. 
Furthermore, shrines and the sacred power they possessed could 
be accessed by women as well as men, making them important 
centres of female religiosity. The shrine of Maria Steinbach, 
founded in the 1730s in Upper Swabia, was responsible for a range 
of miracles, but the majority involved the cure or rescue of chil-
dren, the special interest of this Mary.46 The Bavarian shrine of 
HohenpeiBenberg, by contrast, was favoured by men, who made 
vows for protection from accidents, illness, and animal disease.47 

Votive gifts, and especially votive images, given to shrines also 
show close links between pilgrimage piety and agricultural society. 
Many of the votive paintings found at the St Leonard Shrine at 
Siegartsbrunn (Bavaria) represent vows made in response to cattle 
epidemics. One of them, from 1732, shows a group of cattle pro-
cessing around the shrine, underneath representations of saints 
Leonard and Valentine offering cows and horses to the Virgin 
Mary and Baby Jesus.48 Similarly, the text that accompanies a 
complex 1743 votive painting at Allerheiligen (Bavaria) reflects the 
importance of cattle: 
Paul Garner from Sollä and his wife Maria took refuge in the Holy 
Trinity and all of God's powers in great fear ofa [cattle] epidemic. They 
were protected from all misfortune. Had the painting made. Thank God 
and Mary and all the saints.49 

45 Forster, Catholic Revival, 96-7. 46 Ibid. 97-w2. 
47 Habermas, Wal!fahrt und Aufruhr, 46-66. 
48 Juliane Roh, !eh hab wunderbare Hi!f erlangt: Votivbilder (Munich, 1957), 20-1; see also 

ibid. 34-5. 49 Ibid. 25---?. 
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Baroque shrines were almost all oriented around a sacred image, 
the Gnadenbild. This, too, was a new phenomenon, and even 
shrines such as the Holy Blood shrine at W alldiirn, which had 
existed without such an image before the Reformation, acquired 
a Gnadenbild sometime after the 1580s. Wolfgang Brückner empha-
sizes that the sacred image provided a focus for the cult at 
W alldiirn by illustrating the founding legend of the shrine, serving 
as a concrete location within the shrine for popular devotions, and 
providing an easily reproduced image for pamphlets, roadside 
crosses, and devotional literature. 50 Sacred images also gained 
many of the characteristics of relics, becoming miraculous images 
(Wunderbilder) credited with powers of their own that could be 
accessed by touching the sacred image, or even holding or wor-
shipping reproductions. Pilgrims often sought to touch the images, 
or at least approach them and pray on the steps to their altars.51 

The highly visual character of pilgrimage piety can be seen in 
the nature of many of the miracles associated with shrines. Holy 
Blood images, for example, were seen to bleed. More common 
were images of Mary where the Virgin was seen to shed tears, 
move her eyes, or change her colouring. In 1690 a IO-year-old girl 
saw the eyes of a figure of Mary move to look around the 
Herzogspitalkirche in Munich during services. This miracle was soon 
accredited by the bishop of Freising and gave rise to a lively pil-
grimage in the heart of Munich. In other places Mary was seen to 
cry, for example, at the elevation of the host at the shrine at 
Steinbach, grieving the suffering of her son. 52 There is something 
concrete, but also very intimate and personal, about the two-way 
gaze exchanged between Mary and the devout in these highly 
decorated Baroque churches. Brückner reminds us that a shrine 
became a major pilgrimage centre 'when a cult image (Kultbild) 
had evolved that could fulfil [the needs of] popular devotional 
styles in form and usefulness'. 53 Visibility (Sichtbarkeit) was one 
such form. 

The interplay of elite and clerical sponsorship and promotion, 
and popular support and initiative, determined the nature of the 
development of all individual shrines and the rise of pilgrimage 

50 Bruckner, Verehrnng des Heiligen Blutes, 98-w8. 
51 Ibid. 102; Potzl, 'Volksfrommigkeit', 946. 
52 Potzl, 'Volksfrommigkeit', 936; Forster, Catholic Revival, 97-w2. 
53 Bruckner, Verehrnng des Heiligen Blutes, 98. 
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and processional piety more generally. After 1650, this interplay 
shifted clearly towards popular initiative. Indeed, the popular 
character of Baroque processions and pilgrimages has even led 
some historians to assume that these events were purely popular. 
Thomas Paul Becker calls the rise of pilgrimage in the Cologne 
region a 'popular movement' and Walter Pötzl argues that pil-
grimage piety in Bavaria developed under the leadership of the 
'little man'.54 

However, detailed studies of individual shrines show that cler-
ical promotion was almost always part of the development of new 
shrines and pilgrimages. 55 Rebekka Habermas argues that the 
Bavarian shrine at Hohenpeillenberg, although initially founded 
by the monastery of Rottenbuch, owed its popularity to the 
'dynamic exchange between state and Church pilgrimage policies 
on the one hand, and the logic of miracles of the common folk on 
the other'.56 In the first decades of the eighteenth century, the 
popular search for miraculous assistance came to dominate the 
discourse at HohenpeiBenberg, as elsewhere, and elite notions of 
deploying shrines to encourage sober devotion and strengthen 
popular ties to the Church faded into the background. 

All shrines required popular support to succeed, even when 
their origins lay with monasteries, convents, princes, or bishops. 
Some shrines, like the one at Peiting near Hohenpeillenberg, were 
primarily popular creations.57 Miracles began to occur around a 
Marian image there in the 1640s. Soon crowds gathered at an 
unconsecrated chapel to pray and seek divine assistance, though 
no services were held. Local officials, especially from nearby vil-
lages, appealed to the local priest, the bishop, and the elector for 
assistance. In 1670 the village commune of Peiting funded an 
expansion of the chapel, a commitment that seems to have forced 
the bishop to consecrate the church and accept this new site. 
Habermas argues that the shrine at Peiting received more popular 
support in the later seventeenth century than HohenpeiBenberg, 
for the population was somewhat hesitant to respond to the 
massive elite support for the latter shrine.58 

54 Becker, Korifessionalisierung in Kurkiiln, 220; Potzl, 'Volksfrommigkeit'. These works seem 
to be in the tradition of Veit and Lenhart, Kirche und Vo1lcsfriimmigkeit. 

55 Habermas, Wal!fahrt und Aefruhr, and Kristiane Schmalfeldt, 'Sub tuum praesidium 
confugimus: Unser Liebe Frau in der Tanne zu Triberg', Freihurger Diiizesan-Archiv, w8 
(1988), 1-302, are two good examples. 56 Habermas, Wal!fahrt undAzefruhr, 29. 

57 Ibid. 35-44. 58 Ibid. 34-5, 44. 
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The important shrines ofDettelbach and Walldiim in Franconia 
both benefited from clerical promotion, especially before the 
Thirty Years War, but both thrived most dramatically after 1700.59 

In this period, the balance of clerical promotion and what 
Brückner calls 'thronging folk' shifted in favour of the latter. Still, 
in this region the large and fairly well-organized Catholic states 
did not allow shrines to experience 'wild growth' (Wildwuchs) as 
occurred in some other regions. 

In south-west Germany some shrines did grow rapidly and pri-
marily as a result of popular enthusiasm. Although a nearby 
monastery was willing to profit from its popularity, the shrine at 
Steinbach (Upper Swabia) developed around 1730 because many 
peasants and artisans saw the eyes of a Marian statue move, and 
a large number of miraculous cures soon followed. 60 Large 
numbers of pilgrims forced a sceptical episcopal hierarchy to 
investigate the miracles credited to Maria Steinbach. After an 
exhaustive investigation, which produced reams of documents, the 
investigators accepted the reports of miracles and the bishop 
approved the new pilgrimage. Here the initiative belonged to the 
local population and the clerical authorities followed the lead of 
the faithful. 

The officials of the bishop of Constance who investigated the 
miracles at Steinbach worried that too much discussion of mira-
cles would bring down the derision of their Protestant neighbours. 
Yet in the end, they were convinced that the miracles the peas-
ants reported had taken place. This was not unusual. Werner 
Freitag has shown how monks and nuns in Westphalia increas-
ingly accepted popular reports of miracles in the century after 
1650. Indeed, reports of more and more miracles required the 
church leaders to accept the vast majority of them if they were to 
keep any oversight over pilgrimage piety.61 Until the later eight-
eenth century, popular confidence in miracles forced the clergy 
and lay elite to accept the reality of miracles. Cultural influences 
within Baroque Catholicism could and did move in many differ-
ent directions. 

59 Bruckner, Verehmng des Heiligen Blutes; Diinninger, Maria siegt in Franken. 
6° Forster, Catholic Revival, 97-w2. 
61 Freitag, Vollcs- und Elitenfrtinunigkeit, esp. 218-30. 
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Conclusion 

Robert Scribner, in the brilliant article referred to earlier, high-
lighted the close links between the liturgical year and the rhythms 
of agricultural society in pre-Reformation Germany. In the last 
twenty years historians have focused their attention on the 
processes of reform and confessionalization in the major confes-
sions of Germany and perhaps we have forgotten how many, if 
not all, of the links Scribner detailed remained important within 
German Catholicism until the end of the old Empire.62 Earlier 
generations of Catholic historians, for example, Ludwig Veit and 
Ludwig Lenhart, of course emphasized the rural nature of 
Baroque Catholicism, focusing on the continuities from medieval 
to Baroque Catholicism, although they also feared overplaying an 
aspect of Catholicism that might be considered 'backward'. 63 

Yet this story is not really about the 'timelessness' of Catholicism 
and it is certainly not about its backwardness. Baroque Catholicism 
was a dynamic system, responding not only to popular demands, 
but also to developments within the Church. For example, 
Chatellier has traced the path Catholic leaders, especially the 
Jesuits, took between the sixteenth and the eighteenth century. In 
the decades around 1600, the Jesuits promoted a 'religion of the 
devout' oriented to remaking the clergy and creating an elite of 
pious and educated urban people. After about 1650 there was a 
new focus, on a 'religion of the poor'. This programme concen-
trated on pastoral work and, as it progressed, Jesuit fathers, 
Capuchin friars, and parish priests came to sympathize with the 
plight of the common folk and some even worked to fight social 
injustice. 64 

This essay has emphasized, however, not elite or clerical pro-
grammes, but the central importance of popular initiative, espe-
cially in the development of pilgrimage piety. If Baroque 
Catholicism responded to the needs of daily life, it is also true that 
daily life was shot through with religiosity and deeply influenced 
by Catholicism. Thus country people (usually) did not work in the 
fields on religious holidays, they fasted during Lent, and were 

62 Scribner, 'Ritual and Popular Religion'. See also William Christian, Local Religwn in 
Sixt.eenth-Century Spain (Princeton, 1981). 

63 Veit and Lenhart, Kirche und Volks.frommigkeit. 
64 Chiitellier, Europe ef the Devout; id., The Religion ef the Poor: Rural Missions in Europe and 

the Formation q[Modern Catholicism, c.1500-c.1800 (Cambridge, 1997). 
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attentive to the Church's teachings about sexuality and family life. 
Influences flowed in all directions within the web of daily life in 
the German countryside. 

The history of everyday life (Alltagsgeschichte), local and 
regional studies, and a variety of social histories all show the 
complex interplay between Catholicism and rural society. The 
study of Catholicism in the Holy Roman Empire requires a 
deeper engagement with the history of rural society, something 
we historians of religion have tended to neglect as we have 
explored cultural history and the confessionalization thesis, with 
its focus on the rise of the state. At the same time, historians of 
rural society would benefit from a better grasp of the nature and 
force of religion in everyday life. Finally, it is essential that the 
history of religion and the history of rural society be more deeply 
integrated into the whole history of the Holy Roman Empire. 




